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lected at the Z peak in 1992 (28.6 pb“1/exp.),
tained with respect to the 1991 energy scan. OCR Output(24.9 pb`1/exp.), the high statistics data col
mass and width by a factor 2 has been obmass energies in a range \/E = M, :i; 3 Gev
[2], An improvement of the errors on the Zenergy scans in 1990 and 1991 with centre of
ization done for all the three beam energies

here are based on the data taken during the
with energy calibration by resonant depolar

minosity per experiment. The results presented three point energy scan was performed in 1993
has delivered around 94 pb"1 of integrated lu to point energy calibration of the machine. A

FZ, depends crucially on the absolute and pointBetween 1990 and 1993 the LEP machine
i) The precision on the Z mass, M,, and width,
experimental breakthroughs:

2. The LEP Data
Furthermore since then there have been two

found in

Table 1. Details of the individual analysis can be

treatment. the individual LEP collaborations are given in

cross sections respectively. The total statistics of1],;, measurement would have deserved a better

and ag are the hadronic and leptonic Z decayHavour forward-backward asymmetries and the

out, like the ost,°,,g determination, the heavy for cn, and from 0.3% to 0.5% for ag, where 0;,

stance the present systematic errors are 0.13%ments. For sure, some of the issues that I leave

with the growing statistical precision. For intion I will make a strong selection of the argu

impressive. Because of number of pages limita and understanding of the detectors, to keep pace

tematic errors, thanks to better performancesof data’ in terms of statistics and quality is quite

‘Neutrino 92’ in reducing the experimental systectors have been so important that the ‘harvest

throughs on the LEP accelerator and on the de Considerable progress has been made ·since

remainder was within 200 MeV of M,.Since Neutrino 92 the experimental break

1.8 Gev above and below the Z mass while theresults until 1993.

ment at two centre of mass energy points roughlyof the Standard Model from the averaged LEP

I present a. short review on the precision tests more than 18 pb"‘ were recorded by each experi
scan in 1993 (40.0 pb"/exp.). During this scan
and a preliminary analysis of the high precision1. Introduction
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ror, for the four LEP experiments from 1990 to 1993. asymmetry, from the polarizations. OCR Output
Fig. 1. AL/L, the luminosity experimental systematic er iii) AT, Ac, the ·r polarization and ·r polarization

1990 1992 1994 year metries, from the charge asymmetries;

ii) 115,8, the forward and backward leptonic asym
the lineshapes;

0.2 the hadronic and leptonic Z partial width, from
R; = l",, /1), where I`,. and I`; are respectively
i) M,,r,,¤g, the hadronic peak cross section,

0.4
the fit are:

Then the set of parameters determined from

0.6 formances.

ficient precision to match the experimental per
O OPAL

The last two points have to be calculated to a sufx L30.8

O DELPHI • weak radiative corrections

9 ALEPH state radiation corrections(%l°/~I
• a radiator function which takes care of initial

c) the 7* polarization

b) the charge asymmetrydecrease it to 0.1%
a) the Z line-shapelimit. Work is in progress and there is hope to
• a model independent expression for [4]:contribution of 0.25% which is thus the present
To fit the data the key points are:Bhabha cross section uncertainty gives an extra
ii) charge and polarization asymmetries.ment looks spectacular. However the theoretical
and e`*`e` ——» leptons (e, ;r,·r);luminosity from 1990 till today. The improve
detected decay modes. That is, e+e' —> hadronsshows the precision of the LEP experiments on
i) cross sections as a functions of ,/E for all thefor the experimental systematic error. Figure 1
others, from the following measurements:detectors having AC/L < 0.1% as final goal

At LEP the Z properties are studied, amongLEP apparatus have upgraded their luminosity

corresponding theoretical cross section. The four

3. Z Parameterssured using small angle Bhabha events and the

ii) In all four experiments the luminosity is mea

780ttm.! II 216 177 I 160 I 227

293*93 pi-ei. II 19 71 I 62 I 81

297*92 II 82 69 I 58 I 88

19037 I 40 I 58z+¢· I ·90—*91 II 55

71 1 2wm II 1784 I 1730 I 1758 I 1840

2641*93 pre!. II 653 I 677 I 658 I 653

2787*92 II 580 I 697 I 677 I 733

1684qq | *90-*91 || 451 | 356 I 423 I 454

LEPALEPH I DELPHI I L3 I OPAL

The LEP statistics in units of 10:* events.

Table 1
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perature variations, tidal deformation, rainfalls OCR Outputtonic universality. From the previous parameters

mation of the LEP ring. These are due to temdividual leptonic widths are consistent with lep
fluctuations of the energy correlated with deformetries, is given in Table 2. The values of the in

Thus the bulk of the 4 MeV error comes from thesections and leptonic forward—backward asym

resonant depolarization is a fraction of an MeV.fit to the combined hadronic and leptonic cross
intrinsic precision of the energy calibration viaThe 9 parameters set from the simultaneous

surement has improved through the years. Theterm as an input parameter in the fit.

surement at LEP. Figure 2 shows how this meavalue and work is in progress to implement this
• The Z mass is the most precise single meathe interference term fixed to its Standard Model

mentioned are:dard Model The results presented here have

The new experimental results worth to beto the situation where it is taken from the Stan

8 MeV for a single LEP experiment) compared
tainty increases the total error on M Z (by almost

Standard model expectations value. Its uncer Ag'; U 0.0228d;0.0026
Ag'; H 0.0141:b0.0021undetermined parameter unless it is fixed to its
A23; || 0.0156;*:0.0034

The interference term remains as an additional
R, Il 20.749:l;0.07O

counts for the effect of radiative corrections R,) [| 20.824:t0.059
tion above, with a spectral function which ac 20.850i0.067

from a convolution of the O"' order cross sec og (nb) || 41.49;l:O.12
I`; (GeV) || 2.4974:l:0.0038the theory and the observed cross section results
Mz (GeV) || 91.1888:l:0.0044The QED gamma term is well known from
Parameter Average Value

g= '* Mg r <i> of the average is 26.8/27.° E QD
out the assumption of lepton universality. The X2/(d.o.f.)

+ Interference terms data of the four LEP experiments given in Table 1, with

Average line shape and asymmetry parameters from the
+ 7 terms

Table 2
"ff(‘) : U2 (S - Mgr +$¤r;/rr;

sI`2 Z
and derived from .4%; (see below).

pendent expression

The cross sections are fitted to an energy de (2)· pSm 9,;; = gu * 910/QA;)
2 let _,_ I

3.1. Z Lineshapes Results effective weak mixing angle, is defined as
ity, 5-parameters fits. Among this sinz B5}? the

account common systematic errors. and, with the assumption of leptonic universal

ters derived from the results of the 9-parametersfour collaborations [1], which takes properly into
provides a number of commonly used paramecedure, outlined in common publications of the

tor couplings of the neutral current. etc. Table 3results of the four LEP experiments from a pro
partial width, gA, and gv,, the axial and vections amongst them. Here I present the averaged
ical importance like I`h,I`;,I`;Nv, the invisibleand averaging since they have minimal correla
one can then derive other observables of physThese parameters are convenient for fitting



ibration. The absolute calibration done in 1993 lepton angular distributions of ·r+·r’ , p,+p" , e+ e" OCR Output
the uncertainty on the point to point energy cal hemisphere. They are measured by fitting the

• For the total width the main error comes from charged lepton goes into the forward or backward

where F and B indicate whether the positively

data through the years.
FB UF + og

Fig. 2. The Z mass measurement from the LEP combined Ag = UF ‘ U B

M; can be defined as
91.12 91.14 91.16 91.18 91.20 The leptonic forward-backward asymmetries

LEP
Results

3.2. Lepton Forward-Backward Asymmetries

1993
error comes from the luminosity measurement.

As said the main contribution to the systematic1992

N., = 2.988 :1: 0.023
1991

quark top mass. The result is

1990 Model and it is almost independent of Mt, the

where (I`;/I`,,p)$M is taken from the Standard

NL,= I` l" 12 R -& = (.L) ig-,-j€—R£-3. Fm? Fw? 5M M; Uh

species, NV, is then
2 MeV seems feasible [2]. An expression for the number of light neutrino
periments are planned and a final error below 499.8 ;t 3.5 MeV.
and some effects not yet understood. More ex which gives for the LEP experiments FINV =

Ymv = Y`; — Tn · 3Yz

?smai?} H 0.2z107;e0.00090 the ‘Indirect Method’, as:gj 0.25118¢0.00056
the z° invisible width, l";Nv, is deduced, fromgig 0.00144¢0.00014
• Under the assumption of lepton universality,1*.,,,, (Mev) || 4s9.a¢a.s

measurements.1*,,,., (Mev) || 1v4s.9¢4.0
1*, (Mev) || 8s.96¢0.1s there will be a sizable improvement on all these
With Lepton Universality: retical precision will meet the experimental one,

1*,, (Mev) || 84.2s¢o.s4
nosity determination. Therefore, when the theo

1*,,,, (Mev) || ss.9s¢0.s0
the main systematic error comes from the lumi1*,, (Mev) || ss.ss¢0.21
• For og, and through it for I`,,,l`l and PINV,

Without. Lcpton Universaliny:
hope to reduce it to less than 2 MeV.

Average valuw of some derived parameters. to 2.7 MeV. Again with more studies there is the
Table 3 in all the scan points has brough the error down
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a nearby charged pion. This is a very demanding

LEP Average OCR Output 0.135 1 0.011separate correctly the neutral 1r° in presence of

OPAL ('90-'92), final. 0.122 1 0.030 1 0.012background. ln the p channel the key point is to
L3 (’90—'93), prel. 0.154 1 0.020 1 0.012of the selection efficiency and from the rr — 1r°
DELPHI (’90-·'92), prel. 0.140 1 0.028 1 0.003nel they come both from the energy dependence
ALEPH (‘90-‘92), prel. 0.127 1 0.016 1 0.005

equal to the statistical errors. For the ir chan

1.1/3 d.f.On most results the systematic errors are about
LEP results for A,. The X2/(d.o.f.) for the average isthe four experiments and their combination [6].
Table 5Table 4 provides the results for A, obtained by

tributions of the ·r decay products (e, ii, 1r, p, A1).

r is measured through a fit of the momentum dis
are compatible with the lepton universality.tion of a right(left) handed T. The helicity of the
atic effects cancel out. The values of A, and A,Wl'1€I€ CHU;) lS tll€ CYOSS S€C$lOH fOl' lillé p!'OdUC·
still mainly statistical because here most system

E depends on the acceptance in cos 9. The error is(Pr) = EZ = ··Af .
012 - U 1.

experiments The sensitivity of the method
produced in Z decays. It is defined as Table 5 provides the results for A, from the four
suring the longitudinal polarization of tau pairs the angular distribution of P, one can fit A,.

The T polarization, P.,., is determined by mea Averaging over cos0 one gets A, whereas from

3.3. ·r polarization results 1 + Aeir ·
2 0

Ar + A- ‘ 'i+"”#‘ii>; 0
2 6 )

come important in the future.
B ( +dc;s9 dcos9

small (about 0.2%). Theoretical error will be· PT(cOS __= dcos9 dcos9 d it ¢
dag _ dalmetries in the detector which are therefore very

multaneous charge and forward backward asym
polar angle, the r polarization is given as

Experimental systematics can only come from si
As function of cos 0, 8 being the T production

tistical errors still dominate the measurements.

normalization here is not needed and the sta

for the Z lineshape sample. However the absolute

0.143 1 0.010LEP Averageof the charge determination, are similar to those

The event selections, with the extra requirement OPAL ('90—'92), final 0.153 1 0.019 1 0.013

L3 ('90—’93), prel. 0.144 1 0.013 1 0.015Again the results are summarized in Table 2.
DELPHI (’90—’92), prel. || 0.144 1 0.018 1 0.016
ALEPH (’90—'92), prel. || 0.137 1 0.012 1 0.008f Z _. 1 + (96/gin

;@i
0.4/3 d.f.

LEP results for A,. The X2/(d.o.f.) for the average isA}; = §A,A,
Table 4

peak asymmetries:

fects and initial state radiation to provide the

last case). Then they are corrected for QED ef will be difficult in the coming years.

measurement for the calorimeters and progress(subtracting the t channel contribution in this

C. Dionisi / Precision tests of the Standard Model at LEP



from SLC is also given
Standard Model for a top mass around 160 GeV. OCR Output

son with the left-right asymmetry measurement
various measurements are all consistent with the

provides the results from LEP The compari
quoted there, for PZ,].-`g,A·r and sin‘ GW. The

the effective electroweak mixing angle. Table 6
a function of Mt, in the range of MH and cz,

The various asymmetries can all be related to
Figures 3a,b,c,d show such a comparison as

gv, /gt/_ = 1.044 i 0.091

and derives constraints on M, and hopefully ongvu /gg/_ = 0.83 :k 0.].6
for all the observables which have been measured

gA,/gA¢ = 1.0034 ;l: 0.0023 , Finally one compares the theoretical predictions

computed as a function of the input parameters.gA,_/g,4__ = 1.0014 i0.0021 ,
Every electroweak observables can then be

of universality: largely unknown.
plings from the LEP experiments provide a test better than 1 · 10`l and MH, the Higgs mass,
[7]. The measured ratio of the e,;1 and r cou mately determined, Mt from CDF [10] known to
sign islderived from neutrino·electron scattering fermion-light masses, and oz,(M3) only approxi
determination of their relative sign. The absolute 10'5 and 5 · 10"5 respectively), Mfught, the
tons gv_ /gA, and, from the tau polarization, the known very precisely (to better than 10"7,2
yield the ratio of the neutral couplings af the lep input parameters: cz,G'!, and Mz (from LEP)
The various asymmetries measured at LEP In the Standard Model one starts from the

charged leptons Standard Model Predictions
4. Determinations of the Z couplings for 5. Comparison between LEP observables and

0.2294 t 0.0010Aut (SLC) II 0.2294 1; 0.0010 - ] 0.2317:.b0.0004 9.0/6

0.2320 ic 0.0016 - ] 0.2321 :b 0.0004 2.8/5<Qr¤> || 0.2s20 4; 0.0016

0.2325 :t 0.0006 0.6/1 ] 0.2321 zh 0.0005 2.8/4ii 0.2310 ;e 0.0021
A;-g 0.22.27 e 0.0001

0.2317 d: 0.0007Ae Il 0.2sao e 0.0014 1.4/2 [ 0.2317 :l: 0.0007 1.4/2
A, II 0.mo e 0.001s
AQ.; H 0.2311 t 0.0009

X2/(d.o.f.)X2/(d.o.f.)
8V€I'&g€of observations

cumulativeaverage by groupsw ey;

no correlations.

Comparison of several determinations of sin? OL?} from asymmetriw. Averages are obtained as weighted averages assuming
Table 6
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ror still dominate the measurements. Even if a OCR Output

dress the above models. the indirect determinations. The statistical er

Thus precise measurements are needed to ad pectation for three light neutrinos and also with
be very small. These results, agree with the Standard Model ex
ifications of Fmv due to new phenomena have to

(1990 + 1991 data.) Nv = 2.68 :.l: 0.20 :1: 0.20
thermore this result indicates that eventual mod

ALEPH
fourth generation with a significance ofydo. Flir (1992 data) : N., = 3.00 ;l: 0.16 :l: 0.08

L3periment with a precision of )E%`which.;;_ludes a
(1990 + 1991 + 1992 data) Nv = 3.23 :1; 0.16 ;t 0.10seen that N, is today known fgom a single ex
OPAL

From the so-called ‘Indirect Method’ we have

neutrinos mixing with the left·handed ones.

phenomena such as the existence of right-handed of N,, from such a method:

couplings ofthe known neutrinos to the Z and to There are today three LEP measurements [18]
ticles with mass less than M,/2, non standard grounds.

or any other pair of stable weekly interacting par pected from 3 light neutrino family and the back
the existence of additional neutrino generations the Monte Carlo prediction for the signal ex

because it is sensitive, as seen in section 3.1, to didates for L3 is shown in Fig. 5 together with
particles, e.g. neutrino pairs. I`;Nv is of interest The energy spectrum of the single photon can

decay width into long—lived, weekly interacting iv) good photon identification.

The invisible width, Pmv, ofthe Z is its partial est possible 8 angle;

iii) a good hermeticityof the detector to the low
photon counting method scale;

7. The number of Neutrino families: the single ii) very good knowledge of the absolute energy

(E7 ~ 0.9 GeV for L3);

i) the capacity to trigger on low energy photons

are:is that the data seem to prefer a light Higgs [8].

conclusion drawn so far by the LEP experiments The experimental key points of this approach

positron.ful constraints can be derived on M H. The only

dard Model sensitivity to the data, no meaning from the radiation of the initial state electron or

Mt determination makes more robust the Stan in which the only detectable particle is a photon

from 60 to 1000 GeV and, even though the CDF production of events, like e+e' —» Z-y —• vv·y,
increases of only 3.6 when the Higgs mass goes single—phot0n counting method, is to study the

A ‘Direct Measurement' at LEP, the so-calledX2 of the lit including LEP and non-LEP data

tion in terms of M H is still a delicate task. The FlNV•

with the present data accuracy the interpreta ible width. Hence we need to measure ‘Directly’

to the larger one on the Top mass. Therefore 3 as an excess in [`mv or as a defect in the vis

corrections on M H is logarithmic and correlated not be possible to explain a deviation of N,, from

give a contribution to I`;Nv. Therefore it wouldis 64.5 GeV [17]. The dependence of radiative

the direct search from the combined LEP data the hadronic or in the leptonic selections, would

the Higgs mass. The limit on the Higgs mass of dard Z decays, not taken properly into account in

OCR OutputOCR OutputNext, one can check if the data. are sensitive to Moreover in theindirect approach non stan



of the talk. OCR Output
2 X 10-3. Dr. J. Mnich for direct helps in the preparation
and the weak mixing angle with a precision of acknowledged here. I especially wish to thank
family, the Z width with a precision of 1.5 x 10' Working Group. This essential contribution is
of 5 >< 10"5, the number of neutrinos to 2% of a

from the work done inside the LEP Electroweak
tors, the Z mass is now known with a precision

Most of the material of this review comes
larization and high precision luminosity moni

the beam energy calibration by resonant depo
Acknowledgements

and 200 thousand leptonic Z decays. Because of

1993 run, has collected around 1.8 million hadronic

found at 10'3 level. Each experiment, till the
for the LHC experiments.

deviation from the minimal picture, has been
neous symmetry breaking mechanism will wait

very precise tests of the electroweak theory. No
100) GeV. Otherwise the answer to the sponta

The LEP experiments have brought new and
LEP 200 can find it up to MH 2 (2E,,,,a,,, —

Of course the best would be to find the Higgs.
8. Conclusions and Outlook

put a further constraint on the Higgs mass.

sion of 5 GeV on the top mass from CDF, will

40 MeV or better. This, together with a preci
dates along with the Monte Carlo predictions.

ment of the W mass with a precision of aboutFig. 5. Energy spectrum of the L3 single photon candi

LEP 200, from 1996 on, will allow a measure
E,(GeV)

0 1 Z J 4 5 6 7 ' B ' U \0 What next for the Electroweak measurements?

improved, see Fig. 3d.
’ 1

the present estimate of or(Mf) should also be

..4+ In order to make full use of such a precision
I ll l I I .4 ror of t2 MeV on 1", seems reachable.
i 1 l together with precise energy calibrations. An erEwi- 5 1 ? l l l

v I D r significantly by scanning again the Z resonance

E l' of the Z mass and width should then improve-§- Dom { · !

each, 90 pb“1 for the 1995. The measurementsE Y v60?
in ll operating LEP with four trains of four bunches

`lA·::'¤i` •’•`7\|C
pole forsees to collect 60 pb"1 for the 1994 and,

••x+·rrr+#‘u'1l•¢ The continuation of the LEP program at the Z

more stringent constraints on its mass.

nation of the top mass, there is the hope to put¤00

though, with the help of a CDF better determi

periment. Yet the Higgs has not been found `evenreach an error on N, better than 2%.

where it has possibly been seen by the CDF exa complementary approach. The final goal is to
the top quark mass of 178 :1: 11 ;l; 18 GeV: rightTherefore it is still quite important to have such

virtual radiative effects, allow a determination ofkept in mind that N, has not to be integer [19].
The Minimal Standard Model fits, throughfourth family has been excluded, it has to be

10 C. Dianisi / Precision tests of the Standard Model at LEP
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